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SYNOPSIS

An exciting chase develops through spectacular scenic ocean and land areas, with the haunted encountering unforeseen obstacle after obstacle, either through blunders or other factors thrown in their paths. Highlights are a murderous encounter with skin divers, a careening ride in a stolen sports car climbing around hairpin turns, and a humorous frustrating chase after a lively little boy who, discovering the small capsule, scampers off with it.

There is a unique twist ending with some humor all of its own, in which the government agents make dupes of the spies and outwit them, ... ending in their capture.

However, the Air Force, the CIA, and the FBI have been in on the plotting from the start, purposely feeding out totally false information, with their own "spies," as plants. To cooperate further, they dispatch an F-100 jet which drops a prepared dummy capsule from a great altitude to the general area where the spies are searching.

After some difficulty and suspense, the conspirators retrieve their prize and hurry to shore, assuming they have the real article. But inside the capsule is a miniature radio transmitter which informs the government agents, who are following it with a direction finder, as to its location.

A special rocket missile with a secret data capsule takes off from Cape Canaveral and places a satellite into orbit. A spy ring receives technical information from a contact allowing them to plot the satellite's course. They have also discovered the frequency of a radio signal which will release the capsule from its orbit while on a prescribed pass permitting it to fall back to earth near their operating base. When it is calculated that the capsule will drop in a water area, a high speed cabin cruiser rushes the spies out into the Pacific.

Running time: 81 minutes
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